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Welcome to the 2021 edition of Betar Australia’s annual Iton, Haderech! In my role as the
Rosh Chinuch Artzi (Federal Director of Education), I have the pleasure of overseeing the
implementation of Betar’s ideology and educational content in Zohars (weekly meetings),
Seminars and Machanot (camps), and guiding the evolution of our movement. 
The theme for this year's Haderech is ‘Power of the Youth’. It is my hope that throughout
the sections of this publication, you’ll find stories that impassion you, and notions to
meditate on from one of the inspirational authors and organisations who have
contributed to this Iton. I am incredibly proud of what we have created and curated on
the pages that follow. This issue is one of the highlights of my role as Rosh Chinuch Artzi.

The history books are brimming with inspiring, innovative and disruptive youths. Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart wrote his first symphony at 8 years old. In 1942, a thirteen year old girl
named Anne began to document her firsthand account of life during the Nazi regime,
exposing the world to the real and heartbreaking atrocities of genocide. Despite what many
may have been taught, the idea of forming an official Revisionist youth organisation evolved
from the efforts of a group of grassroots youth, led by the first Betari, Aaron Propes, which
was then presented to Jabotinsky to figurehead. 
Throughout the late 20th century, history saw young people take to the streets in support of
social movements, marching for civil rights, peace and women's liberation. 

In recent years, youth and youth culture continues to be at the forefront of social movements,
successfully managing to inspire public unrest, arouse action and pioneer social and political
reform. As a child, Malala Yousafzai, an outspoken advocate in Pakistan, survived being shot
in the head on her way to school, and became a passionate champion of women’s right to
education and the youngest ever Nobel Prize winner at seventeen years of age. In the US,
following a sequence of deadly school shootings, a group of highschool students created the
March for Our Lives campaign and became a powerful force for gun control, boosting the
youth vote. 

Letter from the
Editor
H I L I  SH IPON I

FEDERAL  D IRECTOR OF  EDUCAT ION ,
BETAR  AUSTRAL IA
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“Youth can be compared to the magnetic
needle of the compass. No matter which
course a ship takes, the needle will always
point to the brilliant North Star of the sky.
Woe betides the ship whose compass
needle has lost its magnetism. 
Ze'ev Jabotinksy, ‘The Hashmonai of Riga,’

(1926) 



Nevertheless, as a young person, I often witness the condescending characterisation of “your
generation”, patronising heckles saying “once you have more life experience, you’ll see…” and
dismissive sneers of “you’re too young to understand”, often emanating from older
generations (however not exclusively). 

Looking back through the chronology of human civilisation, Alexander the Great took claim
to the throne and set out to conquer the world in his late teens. Young people ruled the
history books. However, as older adults gradually took over, so did ageism, and most
modern cultures have forgotten and abandoned the contributions of their youth-ancestors.
The current omission of youth involvement in arenas of public opinion directly contradicts
the global human record, which predominantly surrounds leadership and actions of young
people, rather than their elders.

In 2018, a 15-year-old girl skipped school to protest for climate action in front of the Swedish
parliament, inspiring the School Strike for Climate, and worldwide Fridays for Future
movement. In 2019, this young girl, Greta Thunberg, was named Person of the Year by Time
Magazine in recognition of her work as a climate change activist. Brave and inspiring, Greta
was by no means alone. Whether or not you agree with the message of these young people,
one cannot deny their galvanising tenacity and ability to move their audiences.

I am always so utterly moved and inspired by these courageous and talented young people.
I am proud to be a young person in this day and age, where change in political and social
spheres is palpable. 
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“How do I see you? What is youth...now that is something else: a unique fire, a
special kind of electricity.” - Ze'ev Jabotinsky, (1926).

“Without youth there can be no movement. Youth
must understand its historic role and not waste its
time, energy and vitality in the pursuit of personal
opportunity and satisfaction. For if not him - there is
no one else.” - Ze’ev Jabotinsky, ‘What are We to
Do?’ (1905).

Constructed on the values of Jabotinsky himself, Betar
strives to develop and empower the identity of Jewish and
Zionist youth. Betar is a modernist style youth movement in
that it is a mechanism for youth to manifest a particular
ideology. A Betari acts with nobility, respect and tact,
embodying Hadar “in thought, speech and deed”. A Betari
is educated, and motivated to advocate and act on his or
her beliefs, materialising Tagar. Ze’ev Jabotinsky viewed
the youth as social instigators necessary for significant
and meaningful change to occur:



I believe that the most significant role Betar has as a youth movement is to forge the type of
leaders who influence other young people to feel that their opinions, wisdom and
capabilities are valuable. To empower and amplify their voices, rather than erase them from
the conversation. Rarely do we remember to reorient influence and pay attention to our
children. Remember that they have the capabilities to teach us in return, and we, to listen
thoughtfully. Remember to license them the strength to challenge the status quo and
question the norms of our society.

This form of leadership is equally important, and vital, to the movement and its existence on
a day-to-day basis. The former are a source of inspiration, but the latter are just as
inspiring. Each form of leadership requires the ability to attract attention through charisma,
be able to pass a message onto others, hold varying degrees of responsibility and offer a
breadth of knowledge to others. If a person is unable to do these things it is unlikely they are
able to be a leader in Betar.

As Rosh Chinch Artzi, I have had the privileged position of witnessing the dedication of our
madrichim and the empowerment which they bring to our current and future generations.
They are leaders in every sense of the word.

My final message to readers: 
To parents, grandparents or ex-Betaris: make it a personal endeavor to actively encourage
and empower the young people in your life. Do not shut them down. Help them find and use
their voice. 
To madrichim: continue spreading the legacy of Jabotinsky and his contemporaries.
Continue raising your voice, especially in defence of your Zionism and personal beliefs. Raise
your voice on behalf of those who have no voice. Understand how inspiring you are and how
much of an impact you have on our beautiful chanichim. Harness that power for good. I am
so proud of each and every one of you! 
To chanichim: keep coming to Zohars, camps and seminars. Engage with Betar’s ideology.
Question it! Question your own! Question the adults around you and your madrichim! Raise
your voice! And if people try to drown you out, don’t give up, yell louder!

תל חי!
Tel Chai!

 
Hili Shiponi

 
Editor, Rosh Chinuch Artzi

Chinuch@betar.org.au  5.

In the world of Zionist youth movements,
leaders can be categorised in two. There
are the figureheads; the philosophers,
orators and politicians, whom everyone
knows (in Betar’s case they are Herzl,
Jabotinsky, Trumpledor, etc.). Then we
have leaders who continue the legacy
today - the madrichim.



“On your marks…go!” 
As athletes’ hearts pound vigorously those
few seconds before a race begins, so do the
hearts of their whole country back home. 

Letter from the
Director
HANNAH ROSENBERG
FEDERAL  D IRECTOR OF  BETAR  AUSTRAL IA

A nation stands behind their athletes, and although there's limited global travel, every
participant is receiving unlimited support from their family, friends and strangers alike. Fans
all staring at a screen for hours on end, the world holds their breath, hoping for success to
come their way, in the form of a shiny, gold medal. If an athlete succeeds in attaining a
medal, they have made their whole country proud.

Betar Australia has been lucky enough to return to some sense of normality, with many
successful camps and events running throughout the year. While we have faced several
barriers, our madrichim (leaders) have been so inspiring in the way that they have stayed
motivated, dedicated and passionate about the movement and in educating our chanichim
(participants). I am so very proud of all the hard work shown this year by our madrich body.
Because of them, Betar has continued to provide a space where canichim can feel
comfortable and confident in their Judaism and Zionism.

In my tafkid (role) as Rosh Hanhagah Arzit (Federal Director of Betar Australia), I have been
lucky enough to witness the growth and development in our movement throughout the year.
One aspect of growth is the way in which every madrich strives to implement Betar’s core
values in their daily lives – Hadar (respect), Tagar (activism), and Zionism. During the
recent Olympics, we likewise witnessed many athletes demonstrate similar values, being a
testament to what we teach and an opportunity for inspiration for our madrichim and
chanichim alike to become empowered by elite, young athletes.

Jessica Fox, the 27-year old Jewish Australian, won gold in the canoe C1 race by over 3
seconds to the silver medallist. She was also the first Australian Jew in history to win an
Olympic gold medal. Jess’ most powerful move off the water was her advocacy in pushing
for women to compete in canoe slalom, previously an exclusively men’s sport. Jess Fox has
shown that women can dominate in traditionally male sports, having a very similar skillset.
She has demonstrated that training hard and believing in yourself, even after 2 Olympic
setbacks, makes it possible to come away with gold.
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Another act of Tagar during the Olympics was shown by Simone Biles, the 24-year old
most-decorated US gymnast, and one of the most successful athletes of all time. Biles
made the courageous decision to withdraw from the team finals after completing her first
apparatus due to her mental and physical health. This sent a very important message to so
many athletes - that it is okay to say no and to protect yourself. It also sent a message to
youth around the world, that mental health is just as legitimate as physical health, and you
should do everything in your power to protect it. Simone Biles, along with Naomi Osaka, who
also recently pulled out of a tournament due to the immense pressure and her own personal
demons, have demonstrated to women, and young people around the world, that putting
your mental health first is a sign of strength, empowerment and inspiration to others.

The Tokyo 2020 Olympics were additionally the first Games in which the 11 Israelis murdered
at the 1972 Munich Olympics were officially commemorated at the opening ceremony. As a
Zionist, and a proud Jew, I am very thankful for the Olympic Committee for acknowledging
the terror we faced and expect to continually see this recognition for the events that
occurred. This decision may have been long overdue (nearly half a century later), but it
brings hope knowing that the victims and their families received their long-awaited moment
of silence.

As like any other Australian Jew, I get just as excited when I see blue & white on an athlete’s
uniform as I do when I see green & gold. I, along with the rest of Israel and Jewish Diaspora,
jumped off the couch cheering when Linoy Ashram and Artem Dolgopyat won gold in their
respective competitions, and was just as proud hearing ‘Hatikva’ echo throughout the
stadium.

The Olympics this year have shown athletes enduring periods of great success and great
adversity, and the power that comes with harnessing your experiences and using them as a
tool for education, empowerment, and spreading awareness. These are values which we
hold dear at Betar and strive to instil in madrichim and chanichim. Being able to see the
positive impact our movement and our madrichim have had on our community has been
the highlight of my year. 

Shana Tova ve’ Tel Hai

Hannah Rosenberg
Rosh Hanhagah Artzit (Federal Director)
Australia@betar.org.au
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Receiving lovely messages and feedback from parents and
chanichim allows our movement to continue to grow,
knowing we are headed in the right direction and achieving
our goal of youth empowerment by youth itself. 
I would finally like to thank everyone for their constant
support of us and am very much looking forward to what
the future holds for Betar. 
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As one of the main pillars of Zionism, Aliyah still acts as a relevant force that keeps shaping
Israeli society; our Jewish community and our role as youth movements. In fact, within the
last two years, 10% of Australian Olim (immigrants to Israel) were young adults (aged 18-23),
motivated to give life in Israel a chance and to serve in the IDF, primarily through Garin
Tzabar.
The truth is that being an Israeli-born soldier is challenging, demanding and exhausting. You
sometimes catch yourself in the middle of a cold night, wondering - ‘why did I sign up to
this?’, only to realise that army service is compulsory. But then the weekend comes and you
go back home to your mates and your family. You travel, see your friends, get some rest and
eat your mum’s cooking (that you’ve missed so much!). And at the end of it all, there is fresh
laundry and a jar of cookies waiting for you near the door before you leave for base on
Sunday. 
The definition of a Lone Soldier, Chayal Boded, is a soldier who has made Aliyah and is
serving in the IDF while their close family (parents) remain abroad. Lone soldiers don’t enjoy
the same luxuries as Israeli-born soldiers. Not to mention, they need to pay rent, do their own
laundry, prepare for Shabbat, and track the time differences for an appropriate chance to
call home. So much to do in one short weekend. Lone Soldiers make the choice to leave
behind their convenient lives down under, and venture into the unknown of serving in the IDF
and ultimately, the greater good. This decision that once looked shiny now seems like an
uphill battle and yet, despite the reality of their choices and the compromises they’ve made,
they proceed with pride and overcome all obstacles. Many of them have prepared for this
moment for most of their life. They dream of being Israeli, of wearing the uniform with pride,
and protecting the State of Israel. But why? And Why now?
Aliyah might be a complex concept for some - We love Israel, care deeply about it, but
moving to the other side of the world by myself?! The ordinary route for a highschool
graduate in Australia is pretty structured and promising for most. Why exchange it for hard
work, heaps of bureaucracy and loud people…? This begs another question; how can we be
Zionists but choose to live in the diaspora? While some will continue to live with this dilemma,
some choose to take action. 

First of all, I’d like to thank Betar for inviting me to write
and take part in your annual Iton. Tachles, lockdown has
been a great chance to reflect on the Garin Tzabar
program and the participants who choose to make Aliyah
and serve in the IDF as Lone Soldiers. Becoming a soldier
is fulfilling and maturing. You sacrifice your best years for
the greater good, the state of Israel. Yet, the main event
in the Garin Tzabar process is Aliyah.

Becoming a Lone
Soldier
MICHAEL  MANHA IM

SHAL IACH AND EXECUT IVE  D IRECTOR OF
HA ’TZOF IM AND GAR IN  TZABAR AUSTRAL IA



The Israeli Defence Force is the melting pot of Israeli society. Citizens from greatly diverging
social groups often meet for the first time in the army. These circumstances demand that
people find common ground and treat each other as equals, as they converge within a new
environment, the military system. It’s incredible! These contexts provide the best lessons on
truly understanding and appreciating the beauty and complexity of Israeli society. Although
it takes time to fill in the cultural gaps, you are simultaneously thrown straight into the deep
end. So you start practicing your Hebrew, and you start swimming. Serving in the IDF is a
mostly universal experience for Israelis. In daily life, people always ask about your service
and position in the army. It’s an unofficial judgment moment that Israelis have with one
another. Many Olim describe their desire to be part of this cultural experience, and to carry
the same debt as any Israeli citizen.
Another argument for making Aliyah at a younger age are the benefits which are available
to new citizens. Additionally, Aliyah creates an opportunity to start afresh and shape the
course of your life as you want to live it, in Israel. 

Garin Tzabar is a program which represents all of the above. The program starts with the
unique preparation process in Australia. Then, In Israel we provide a support system during
the Aliyah and the absorption processes. Garin Tzabar supports lone soldiers through the
challenges they face during their service and on the other side, welcoming you to Israel as
Israelis. The seminars and trips in Israel together with the support from within your Garin
(group), create the feeling of a new home away from home with a new family. The
framework was created to ensure that our Chayalim (soldiers) get the help and support
they need to navigate their new life as a lone soldier in Israel, not only where to begin this
big journey but also how to grow roots. Our participants may be Lone Soldiers, but they are
not alone.
Our Alumni say that their Garin, reminds them of the reasons for choosing Aliyah. I am
proud of our Aussie participants - They are incredibly inspiring, and among them many of
the Zionist youth movements are represented, including Betar.
David Ben-Gurion used to say that the role of the Noar (Youth) within Israel and across the
Jewish diaspora, is to spread light. Light in the form of activism, positive activism. There are
good acts the state cannot demand; it’s each one's own part- to focus on Aliyah and focus
on Chalutziyut (pioneering). Those young adults who make Aliyah and enlist as lone
soldiers, pursue the task of spreading the light. They are Zionists to their core. Each one of
them represents a story of pride to our community. But not only them. You, the Bogrim and
Bogrot of Betar that educate the next generation, and may think of making Aliyah yourself
someday. You are spreading this light as well— helping to shape the Israeli and Jewish
future. 

It only takes one step; you just need to choose which foot will lead the way. We will be
there for the rest.

 9.
Garin 2019 on Gadna
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In my many discussions about the strength and future of Victoria’s seven Zionist youth
movements, there is often a debate on the directions the movements are taking and their
connectedness to Zionist teachings and ideology. 

We, in the “adult” community generally fail in these discussions to comprehend the
challenges faced by the movements today. Mostly because we tend to look at the
movements through the prism of our own nostalgia, and partly because the movements
aren’t too great at explaining or putting into context their priorities for Zionism amongst the
many competing forces and ideologies that swirl around in today’s zeitgeist.

From my vantage point it’s sometimes difficult to appreciate the different context in which
the youth movements exist today. When I go and collect my kids from a Betar event,
superficially at least, 21st century Betar doesn’t seem that different to the twentieth-century
version with which I’m familiar. The songs are mostly the same, camps seem to run in much
the same way, and misdarim still seem like a relic of a bygone era, but for some weird reason
that I’ve never quite understood – appear to create meaning.

There do however seem to be significant structural differences – with which we never
contended – that affect the way the movements position their connection with Israel and
how they find meaning in that connection. 

Chief amongst these is the emergence of the woke dogma borne of the intersectionality
framework that dominates thinking in progressive circles. The origins of this paradigm –
arising from 1980s’ discourse about race and gender – are sound, but their application
creates many perverse outcomes that contradict intentions about equality.

Blue and White –
still alright
YOSS I  GOLDFARB
PRES IDENT  OF  Z ION ISM V ICTOR IA

“Plus ça change, plus c'est la même chose” 
(The more things change, the more they stay the
same)

      Jean Baptiste Alphonse Karr (1849)

Yossi Goldfarb is president of Zionism Victoria and was a
former mefaked of Betar Melbourne and RHA.



And of course, one doesn’t have to go too far to see these contradictions in-play.
Intersectionality has impacted contemporary progressive thinking as it pertains to Israel
and Jews. Commentator Monica Osbourne observed that intersectionality has become a 

As someone who supports many battles for equality fought across our globe I sometimes
find it difficult to reconcile those values with abuses of human rights that occur in the two
countries that mean the most to me: Australia and Israel. However, for me, intentionality is
important. As dear to me as these values of equality are, I also hold dear my identity as an
Australian, a Jew and a Zionist.

And this is where Jabotinsky comes into the picture, where in 1923, in HaNeder he wrote
“lavan-tchol v’ein sheni, lo ta’al” (white and blue, and nothing secondary will surpass). The
adherence to momism focusses our ideological efforts on – above all else – the
commitment to the construct of a Jewish state. 

For Betarim this brings an ironically (perhaps), ‘fresh’ perspective to the reconciliation of
today’s values with our commitment to Zionism and Israel. Our first mission is to supporting
Israel, and we therefore check that other priorities aren’t inconsistent with that theme.

This doesn’t mean that we need to relegate our concern for, say, LGBTQI+ issues or for
ensuring that Israel is a free and open society for all its citizens, Jewish, Muslim, Christian or
Druze. Jabotinsky himself “… did not disqualify intensive engagement in problems of society
and welfare, but only after the completion of the primary Zionist task, a Jewish state …”.

What it does mean is that for today, especially while battles over the question of Israel’s
existence remain to be fought, our priority as Zionists is our support for our homeland. 

While so much else has changed since 1923, this is Zionism’s enduring mission.
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Yossi at family day on Summer Camp 2020

“…weapon to be used against anyone who has a connection to Israel or is
sympathetic with its existence — and that meant Jews, all of them, even the ones
who are highly critical of Israeli policies because, in the intersectionality war,
identity trumps ethical intention”.



Ever since Israel’s War of Independence, there have been competing historical versions
surrounding the actual causes of this mass-exodus. For decades, Israelis, and many in the
Jewish world, contended that the Arabs left willingly; often being instructed by their own
leaders and neighbouring Arab nations. Palestinians, on the other hand, contend that Israel
systematically emptied village by village in what ultimately became an ethnic cleansing of
the land’s Arab population. In recent decades, however, many historians have come to take
a more nuanced and complex stance on the debate, often suggesting that both narratives
have validity.

Now I’m not here to argue for either side. The debate is far too great for this piece, and there
are individuals far better equipped than I am to tackle this issue. What I will contend,
however, is that we need to start teaching Jewish youth about the Nakba. Now.

Failure to engage in one of the most foundational aspects of Israel’s history is not only
dishonest, but is actually setting up our youth for failure. After all, if they can’t defend Israel’s
founding, then how can they defend anything it does today? While we are limited in the time
we have to teach about such issues, young Jews need to be familiar with the calamities that
befell hundreds of thousands of Arabs while the Jewish State was rising from the dust. They
need to understand what the other side thinks, and why.
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Over the next two years, more than 700,000 of them lost their homes. Hundreds of towns
and villages ceased to exist. For Palestinians today, this is known as the ‘Nakba’
(‘Catastrophe’ in English), and is commemorated annually as what they view as the
destruction of their society.

It's Time to Teach
Jewish Youth
About the Nakba
JOSH FE LDMAN

Josh Feldman graduated from Mount Scopus in 2017, and
has since been involved in youth movements and various
other organisations in Melbourne relating to education
and Israel advocacy.

In 1947, on the eve of Israel’s establishment, around 1.3
million Arabs resided in what is now Gaza, Israel-proper
and the West Bank. 



And no, this conversation does not need to be contrasted with the ethnic cleansing of over
700,000 Jews from Arab lands following Israel’s founding. Between 1947 and 1949, hundreds
of thousands of human beings lost their homes. It was nothing short of a human tragedy.
We should be able to teach about that without crying “but what about the Jews in Iraq?”.

There are countless schools, youth movements and organisations that pride themselves on
educating the young in our community about Israel. And yet, when Jewish students arrive on
university campuses and are confronted with these questions, they more often than not fail
to offer any more than a Hasbara one-liner that they learnt in school; if they can even offer
that.

What do we have to hide? What are we so afraid of?

I have no doubt in my mind about the justness of Israel’s founding. But if we can’t have
honest conversations with our youth about the tragedies that befell the local Arab
population in the process — regardless of who was at fault — we’re doing them, and by
extension Israel, a great disservice.
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Credit: Bettman/CORBIS



This sector of lone soldiers is differentiated from new immigrant lone soldiers due to their
unique circumstances. They do not receive any support – financial nor emotional – from
their families in Israel. While some maintain minimal contact with their families, this lack of
communication is often the cause of further grief.

Approximately half of all Israeli lone soldiers originate from ultra-orthodox homes, many of
whom are partially or completely shunned or excommunicated from their families and
communities when they announce their intent to draft to the military. The remainder of
Israeli lone soldiers are orphans or come from low socio-economic backgrounds. 
Most lone soldiers are placed in combat units and come highly motivated to serve in the
Israeli army. They give of themselves for the benefit of the country.
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A Home for Israeli
Lone Soldiers
GUY MOSES

A “lone soldier” is defined as a soldier in the IDF (Israel Defense Force) with no family in
Israel to support them. There are over 7,000 lone soldiers currently serving in the IDF. About
50% of these soldiers are the type you most likely attribute to the term ‘lone soldiers’, being
new immigrants, coming from Jewish communities all over the world, including Australia.
The other 50% are Israeli-born lone soldiers.

A few years ago, Guy Moses decided to step down from running
the company he founded to instead focus on the things that he
really wanted to do in life. Among other things, he sought to
engage in meaningful voluntary pursuits. At the time, Guy’s
friend had a daughter who was serving in the military as an
advisor for soldiers’ welfare and exposed him to the world of
Irsraeli lone soldiers.  

While each soldier has their own inspiring story, some issues regarding certain needs arise
across the board and are common in all lone soldiers.
Financial Issues
For lone soldiers, money is a major issue. A lone soldier’s monthly salary is twice of what a
regular soldier in their unit would receive, but is still mostly insufficient to pay bills, do
laundry, pay for furniture, home appliances, and buy food for Shabbat. Rent is subsidized by
the army (up to 1350 NIS per month, approx. AU$560), however this financial assistance is
still not enough to create a home in Israel, and many soldiers face financial hardship.

WHAT ARE THE NEEDS OF A LONE SOLDIER?



Lack of Information about the IDF
Having the correct information is crucial when joining the IDF. Israelis grow up being taught
about the army by their parents and with specialised programs in schools. Lone soldiers
generally do not have access to basic information before enlisting to the IDF, such as: what
different units exist in the army, what the rights and benefits of lone soldiers are, and who to
turn to for help with particular requests during their service.
Loneliness and Homesickness
Loneliness is a major problem for many lone soldiers. In the army, camaraderie is an
essential part of daily life. When soldiers come home during the weekends, they go back to
their homes across Israel and enjoy their time with their families and friends. Lone soldiers
are not as lucky. They all too often come home to an empty apartment, with an empty fridge
and must take care of the daily domestic chores involved in running a home - cleaning,
doing laundry, cooking, and paying bills. When friends from their units do not live close by,
lone soldiers are often stuck home alone without anyone to talk to or spend time with.
Overtime, this loneliness and lack of social interaction and support can become debilitating
and make life even more difficult.
Israeli Lone Soldiers
Most of the time, Israeli lone soldiers join the army lacking formal education, basic life skills
(eg. no driver's license), and some of them incur debts. A significant number of them grew
up in Yeshivas, disconnected from the Israeli experience, and some have lived in multiple
boarding schools, or on the streets when they had nowhere else to turn to.

In 2017, after I was exposed to these facts, I asked which organizations exist to assist these
lone soldiers. The next question I asked was how I could help them. I found out that the
largest nonprofit organisation that assists lone soldiers is The Lone Soldier Center in Memory
of Michael Levin and so I met with their director general. When I asked how I could help, the
answer came in the form of a question; can I set up multi-tenant houses for these lone
soldiers? My answer was yes, and here began this amazing journey.
Back in 2017, together with friends, I established two Lone Soldier Houses; one in Herzliya and
one in Petah Tikvah. In each house, we provide board for about 20 soldiers. These projects
are thanks to the amazing collaboration between our organisation, the Lone Soldier Center
and the local communities. 
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Together with the incredible help of
the local community, who donate their
time, money and resources, we assist
these soldiers in many ways, including
providing hot meals on weekends, free
of charge social activities, and help
with transition from army to civilian
life.

Birthday celebrations for one of the Soldiers in the
Herzliya house



We provide a dedicated mentor to every soldier upon discharge from the army. We arrange
introductions between discharged soldiers and potential work opportunities, and assist in
obtaining university scholarships or any other aid they require for up to a few years following
army discharge. Our community provides a sense of family, something that most of these
Israeli lone soldiers never experienced in their upbringing.

I have to admit that when I started this project, I thought that I would likely end up merely
donating some money and dedicating a few hours a week. However, once the project began
to gain momentum, these soldiers took a special place in my heart. They touched me so
deeply, and brought me tremendous happiness, that I am now volunteering most of my time
and have become a board member at the Lone Soldier Center. This is the most significant
and special thing I've ever done in my life. I truly feel that I have received much more from
this experience than I have given.

In the past several years, some of our lone soldiers have completed their service, and some
have been successfully promoted to being officers. Some have gone on to study at
university, and some are now successfully employed at respectable companies. They often
claim that they would not have succeeded in doing so without the support they received in
the Lone Soldiers’ House during their military service.

What else can be done?
Our goal is to open another house for Israeli lone soldiers, and develop a professional team
that can provide psychological assistance to some of the soldiers who need it. We
additionally aim to enable each soldier who qualifies, to receive a full academic scholarship
and a budget for the unique needs of each individual lone soldier.

I would greatly appreciate it if any of you are interested in contributing to our project. And
when travel permits, if you were to come to Israel, I would be honored to show you the lone
soldier homes, so you can see for yourself what we are doing for our lone soldiers who
deserve everything we have done for them and more. Until then, I would also be happy to
give you a remotely guided tour.  

Shabbat Dinner in the Petach Tikva Israeli Lone Soldier
House.

If you are interested in making a
financial contribution and aiding
Guy in his mission, go to the
following website:

https://secured.israelgives.org/en/pa
y/lonesoldiercenter 
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“Being a Betar leader has showed me that the future of Betar
is in my hands - which feels very empowering.”
Stav Levinzon

Our powerful
Youth
BETAR 'S  MADATZ IM

Betar Australia is blessed with having some powerful youth of our own. Some of the most inspiring
individuals in our movement are our Madatzim (junior leaders). There are so many skills and values
taught in which Betar can help empower young people. Here are just 5 examples:

“Betar empowers me because it allows me to strengthen my
existing Jewish knowledge, as well as further developing my
Jewish identity and connections.”
Hannah Mendels

“Betar empowers me to be more
confident in my Jewish identity and to

learn more about my culture.”
Emily Dekel

 

“The environment at Betar, and specifically becoming a leader,
has empowered me to become more confident in both my
Jewish and Zionist identity.”
Millie Noden

“Betar empowers me to be proud and
confident in myself and my Jewish

identity.”
Ruby Melkman
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One of the greatest joys of my job is the opportunity to work with the Zionist youth
movements to deliver Youth Mental Health First Aid training and other mental health
resources. 

The 14-hour Youth Mental Health First Aid course equips community members with the
skills to recognise and respond to mental ill health in young people; in particular,
depression, anxiety, eating disorders, substance use and psychosis. Over the past three
years, over 60 madrichim/ot have completed training to become accredited First Aiders.
It is incredibly heartening to see the young leaders of our community take time out of
their busy lives in order to better support their chanichim/ot, and in each and every
program I have been left in awe of their skill, knowledge, compassion and commitment.

The ability to recognise emerging signs of mental illness is particularly important for
young people. In Australia, young people have the highest rate of mental illness of any
cohort. In any given year, 1 in 4 young people will experience a diagnosable mental
illness. For the majority of Australians who develop mental illness at some point in their
life, the onset will have occurred during adolescence. Young people also – devastatingly
- have the highest rate of suicide attempts. 

Put simply: supporting the mental health of young people is crucial. This is especially
relevant right now given COVID-19; while the exact data regarding the impacts of the
pandemic is still in development, anecdotally there has been a significant rise in the
rates of children and young people affected by mental health issues and other
behavioural challenges. However, despite its prevalence, mental ill health can often go
unrecognised. For young people, there can also be additional barriers to seeking help:
the impact of shame and ‘self-stigma’; the fear of disappointing or being a burden to
their family; or simply not knowing where to begin in reaching out. 

Creating
Mentally
Healthy
Movements
CASS IE  BARRETT  

In my role as Program Manager of Healthy
Communities at Jewish Care, I work with a
range of groups across the Jewish
community to build knowledge and capacity
in the area of mental health and wellbeing. 



Youth movements are crucial settings for mental health promotion – both in terms of
helping to support good mental wellbeing, and in identifying and responding to signs of
mental distress – and the role and influence of leaders in relation to mental health cannot
be overstated. For many chanichim/ot, a mad may be the first person they feel
comfortable to open up to. The support mads provide by acting as a listening ear,
understanding and validating the experiences of young people, and connecting them to
appropriate professional help when needed – sometimes while navigating their own
challenges, as we know that mads themselves also fall into that vulnerable youth
category - is profound. With chanichim/ot so often looking up to their mads as an
example, there is also a unique opportunity to positively role model self-care, help-
seeking and mental health literacy.

The latter reminds us that mental health skills are not only important in providing timely
and appropriate support to those who are struggling; they also play a vital role in
creating broader cultural change.

Mental health can be hard to talk about - especially in our community – and in years
gone by it was rare to hear these issues discussed openly. Those experiencing mental ill
health often lived in fear of others learning of their experience, and too many missed out
on crucial support because of this painful stigma. 

Working with youth movements today, the change is palpable. Their recognition of mental
health issues as real, legitimate, and nothing to be ashamed of is inspiring, and gives me
genuine hope for the future. I leave each session in awe of their passion and true
commitment to creating safe and inclusive spaces where everyone can feel they belong,
and with the utmost confidence that the next generation is in the best of hands.

---

If you or someone you know is in need of support, please reach out. There is always
someone there to listen.

Kids Helpline: 1800 55 1800
Lifeline: 13 11 14
Suicide Call Back Service: 1300 659 467

To enquire about mental health training for your group or organisation, contact
cbarrett@jewishcare.org.au 
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Perhaps some see this discussion as old, but the conversation surrounding who is a Jew
is more relevant than ever before. 

Jewish identity has been weaponised in the media, on both the right and the left, in such
a way as to manipulate, tokenise, and misuse the identity and suffering of the Jews for a
particular political agenda, namely, the question of Jewish race, most notably in the
discussions surrounding the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Despite the abundance of
evidence proving the Jewish indigeneity to modern-day Israel, the forced exile of many of
us to Europe has been used in a way to claim us as “white colonialist settlers”. While
obviously incorrect, there is an additional level in how this comment is problematic,
especially in the underlying anti-Semitism and invalidity of the Jewish experience. 

A large part of Jewry identifies as secular or cultural, meaning that they don’t actively
practice Judaism, but they associate in Jewish circles, and perhaps celebrate the
festivals. Jewish culture is unique in how many sub-cultures have developed
consequently from our exile that are now integral in the Jewish experience. These cultural
elements – the food, the music, the sense of community and family – are very important
to Jewish identity, but are not explicitly laid out in the religious or ethnic aspects of being
Jewish. 

But many people also convert to Judaism. How can an ethnic group have “converts”?
When someone converts to Judaism, they are not converting to a different ethnicity, but
to the Jewish religious practices. Some converts may have Jewish ancestry already, but if
they don’t, it won’t change their genetic make-up. They convert with the understanding
that they, and generations following, will integrate into the Jewish people. This creates a
beautiful diversity within the Jewish community. 

Many who identify as Jews are not Halachically Jewish as per their mothers’ lineage.
However, even if according to religious law they aren’t Jewish, that doesn’t mean that
ethnically they’re not. Jews are collectively a people and an ethnic group. Regardless of
Jewish law, a patrilineal Jew can still have a grandparent who is a Holocaust survivor, a
patrilineal Jew can still be susceptible to common Jewish diseases, a patrilineal Jew can
still “look Jewish”, and a patrilineal Jew can still face anti-Semitism. 
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Who is a Jew?
ROSH CH INUCH BETAR  
NEW SOUTH WALES

 Perhaps one of the most unique identities in the world, is
that of being Jewish. Who is a Jew? And, in the natural
“Jewish way”, no two Jews will give you the same answer.
Some will argue that it is one whose mother is Jewish,
and others will argue that it’s someone who practises
Judaism, but who is correct?

MIR IAM I TZKOWITZ



The reason Judaism became matrilineal in the first place was due to the traditional role of
women as those who stayed at home with the children, having the biggest influence on
their lives. Additionally, if a child is born out of wedlock, it is obvious who the mother is, but
not necessarily the father, especially in times where there was a lot of sexual violence
against Jewish women. Our matrilineal tradition is only a small segment of Judaism. And if
we’ve established that not all Jews actively practise Judaism, then there is surely more to
the story in defining who is a Jew. 

 As an ethnic group that has been exiled and persecuted for centuries, Jews have been
forced to assimilate and hide their identities as a means of protection and safety. This has
resulted in intermixing with other ethnic groups, creating a range of diverse-looking Jews.
Being an ethnic group originating from the Middle East, Jews typically had predominantly
tan skin, dark, curly hair, hairiness etc. However, due to intermixing, some of these features
have been lost with groups that left the Middle Eastern areas, including Ashkenazi Jews,
Beta Israel and Kaifeng Jews. That being said, this is not entirely true for all the groups. I, an
Ashkenazi Jew, have often been confused for being Arab, or ethnically ambiguous, and
even in the Jewish community. However, the way many Ashkenazi Jews look now has
actually presented itself in problematic ways in discussing the Israeli-Palestinian conflict,
with many people claiming that “Ashkenazi Jews are by definition white European
colonisers”. This inherently problematic statement undermines Jewish identity. Jews were
brutally murdered in the Holocaust for not being ‘white’. We are indigenous to the Middle
East. These comments gaslight and manipulate our very traumatic Jewish history,
invalidating both Jewish identity and science, for the purpose of a political agenda. We’re
white when it’s convenient, and a racial minority when it’s convenient. This constant
changing puts all Jews at risk and poses a very real threat. 

 And while this misrepresentation of Ashkenazi Jews is problematic, so is the gatekeeping
of a Jew is by the Israeli government. They often deny Aliyah to certain Jewish groups from
the Diaspora who don’t conform to the Jewish standard of the Rabbinate. If Israel is indeed
meant to be a state for the Jews – a place where all Jews can flee persecution and
express being Jewish in any way they see fit – then this gatekeeping of who classifies as a
Jew needs to change. Jewish groups, such as the Bnei Menashe, had to convert before
making Aliyah, despite having practiced Judaism for centuries. Who puts one group in
charge of gate-keeping and deciding the fate of other people who fall into that group? 

 Having grown up in Australia, I see a lot of similarities between the Jewish experience, and
that of the Aboriginal people. There are many Indigenous Australians who are now “white-
passing” as a result of forced assimilation. That does not give us a right, however, to claim
that the white-passing Aboriginal people have no claim to the land, or their culture as a
result of their victimisation. In the same way we cannot tell whiter-looking Jews, or Jews
are not ethnically fully-Jewish, that they have no right to Judaism, or Jewish culture, or to
Israel, or to the identity of being Jewish. Being an already small minority, instead of
gatekeeping people because they don’t conform to our convention of who is a Jew, we
should embrace, celebrate, and accept those who identify as Jewish unapologetically to
expand our minority into a happier, even more fruitful one.
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You wouldn’t know it from the reports in the international media, but from where I stand, on
the ground, there really is good news coming out of the Middle East. Across the board,
unprecedented cooperation between Jews and Arabs is taking place. 

Internationally, the Abraham Accords are continuing to flourish, with new embassies and
direct flights being inaugurated on a regular basis, and deep cooperation taking place in
the business, cultural and defense sectors. It is all happening so quickly that it is easy to
forget that these new relationships only began a year ago.

In Israel, the national unity government is showing on a daily basis that a government that
includes Israeli Jews and Israeli Arab Muslims working together, Arab cabinet ministers, and
even an Arab party as a coalition-member, can be effective at serving citizens of all
sectors of society. 

We truly are in the midst of a generational opportunity for cooperation between Israel’s
Jews and Arabs. 

For those of us on the ground, it is clear that we have a responsibility and the opportunity to
build upon these successes that have taken place between Jewish and Arab political
leaders, and harness them towards real, structural changes on the grassroots level. 
At the Peres Center for Peace and Innovation, we have been laying the groundwork in
anticipation of such a moment for over 25 years. Since 1996, we have worked to connect
Israeli Jews and Arabs through people-to-people peace-building programs, with a guiding
philosophy that grassroots relationships are the basis of a better shared future. 
Our approach to creating a more inclusive society, in which different sectors peacefully co-
exist, is by focusing on the youth, giving young Jewish and Arab Israelis opportunities to
interact and engage. 

With technology being the cornerstone of Israel's development – the Start Up Nation – we
have developed a series of programs that leverage the power of technology and innovation
to connect young Israeli Jews and Arabs. 

EFRAT  DUVDEVAN I

GENERAL  D IRECTOR -  PERES
CENTER  FOR  PEACE  AND
INNOVAT ION

The Israel You
Don’t See From
Afar
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President Peres was a pioneer of Israel’s tech success, and led Israel’s efforts to evolve from
an agricultural economy, to the tech powerhouse it is today. He also believed that
innovation, ingenuity and invention can break down barriers and bring people together. 
 
We are proud to be honoring this legacy through our Starting-Up Together program, which
brings young Jewish and Arab aspiring entrepreneurs together to work, learn, and dream. 
Many of the participants come from at-risk backgrounds, and lack tech education at their
high schools. These young people are so talented and ambitious, but find themselves at the
margins of society. Our program helps participants fill in these gaps, reach their full
potential, and get their foot in the door of Israel’s high tech sector. Alongside technology, we
have identified sport as a further arena to build understanding and cooperation. Our
FairPlay program for example – with over 20,000 alumni to date – gives young Jewish and
Arab Israelis exposure to each other, by having them play together on the same soccer
team. Off the field, the students learn through visiting each other’s schools, families and
communities, while receiving training in sports leadership. 

These programs, and the ties the Peres Center is building between Jewish and Arab Israelis
every single day, leave us hopeful, even if they do not always make headlines. They provide
the best chance to build the groundwork for a shared Jewish and Arab future in Israel, as
well as demonstrating to diaspora Jewish communities and Israeli society alike that
increased efforts to promote ties between Israel’s Jewish and Arab sectors is not only
possible, but can be done successfully, in a meaningful way.

One of President Peres’ favorite quotes was from the great painter Mordecai Ardon. Ardon
was once asked which picture was the most beautiful he had ever painted. To which Ardon
replied, ‘The picture I will paint tomorrow.’ 

At the Peres Center for Peace and Innovation, we are actively working to paint a better
picture when it comes to Jewish-Arab relations in Israel. The fate of Israel is intertwined with
the cooperation between its Jewish and Arab citizens. We are committed to ensuring that
this once in a generation opportunity does not slip away. 
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My experience growing up in Betar Queensland has always exemplified this notion. Our
movement covers a large area, and our camps play host to kids from all different
backgrounds. Different socio-economic circumstances, different levels of religious
observance, identity, and knowledge. The emphasis our movement places on cross-
communalism makes me proud, and in my opinion, is the product of our rich ideology and
tradition. 

Nationality is complex for Jews. I always found myself frustrated by the different cultural
perspectives of my schoolmates. The frustration of explaining why you can’t do an exam on
Yom Kippur to a teacher or why you can’t come out on a Friday night is something many of
us can relate to. Betar helped me navigate this conflict of identity. It provided me with not
only the community, but the vocabulary, to feel secure in and empowered by my
Jewishness. I learned to value the unique perspective provided by my upbringing, and in
Israel, I fell in love with the feeling of being surrounded by people who shared that
perspective. That’s why those of us who are involved in Betar are so grateful for the
movement. Though many community organisations can provide the feeling of community, I
think Betar is unique in the way our ideology informs our approach. It provides a form of
Jewishness that is inherent: that doesn’t divide between secular and religious, reform or
orthodox. The Jewish Nation contains us all. 

This sentiment is central to Jabotinsky’s writing. He speaks assertively on many topics, but
the priority of Judaism as a nation and identity pervades each point of ideology. Our
Jewishness, as he regards it, transcends our religious, political, and geographical
differences. The tenet Chad-Nes (One Banner) compels our movement to value this unity
above all. Though much of Jabotinsky’s perspective has been made foreign to us by the
passage of time, I believe that his notion of nationhood and unity is the reason his thought
still resonates with so many. Betar teaches pride, respect, and empowerment. I am endlessly
excited by the opportunity to provide to my Chanichim that same environment I had the
privilege of enjoying. We are lucky to be a part of such a rich and storied movement.

Tel Chai!
 

I remember one of my Shnat Madrichim telling me that “Betar is the movement of Am
Yisrael”. We were on a museum tour around Jerusalem, discussing the other youth
movements I had gotten to know during lockdown on Kiryat Moriah, and his assessment
resonated with me. It articulated a feeling I’d harboured for much of my year away, growing
as I learned more about the history and ideology of Betar. When I found myself reflecting on
the strengths and role of our movement, it was this phrase, above all, which stayed with me. 

Z IGGY  ENOCH

ROSH CH INUCH BETAR
QUEENSLAND

The Movement
of Am Yisrael
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*Events depicted above are based on a true story



There are Betar branches all over the world, providing a medium to enable Jewish
youth to engage with their identity and with Israel. Here are just 3 examples.

Tel Chai Around the World

My name is Raphael Harari, and as Betar São Paulo’s Mefaked Maoz, I would like to thank
our fellow Betarim for providing us with this opportunity to share our experiences during
these atypical and challenging times. It’s a known fact that the COVID-19 pandemic has
brought its difficulties and its pressure amongst our community, yet it has also shown us
the extreme importance of unity and communication. 

In that sense, Betar São Paulo has been very active on social media in maintaining our
madrich-chanich interactions. During lockdown, we developed several projects: such as
virtual peulot via Zoom; interviews with brazilian jewish personalities via Instagram Live;
informative posts; online seminars about the recent Israeli conflict; and numerous other
adapted activities that have helped us get through these tough days. Additionally, three of
our Betarim took part in the Shnat Hachshara program in Israel, and will return in December
with plenty of new life-changing tnua (movement) experiences, as well as Jewish and
Zionist knowledge.
We’ve learnt that with this world’s unpredictable future, we cannot take for granted the
groundwork that has been put in by our madrichim for the end of this pandemic.With that
being said, a gradual return to Betar São Paulo’s in-person activities is planned throughout
the semester, with the health of our whole mishpachat Betar being our top priority. 

Although these were definitely not the projects we were expecting to develop before the
world went into a complete lockdown, these adaptations and tricky solutions we came up
with have made us astonishingly proud of our dedication and organization. We were able
to prove just how prepared Betar is for innumerous ups and downs. We saw just how
important and inspiring it is to get in touch with chanichim, who are so eager to spend
hours learning about our Zionist and Jewish culture, while still having fun and enjoying
themselves. It shows just how utterly powerful and brave Jabotinksy’s ideologies can be. 
It hasn’t been easy - but Betarim from São Paulo and all around the world have been
continuing on strong nonetheless.

Tel Chai!
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BRAZ I L

RAPHAEL  HARAR I  -  MEFAKED
SAO PAULO



I'm Nicholas Beznos, Mefaked Maoz of Betar Rio de Janeiro - one of the three maozim here in
Brazil. 

After a long and challenging 2020, we have - as true chalutzim - started this year's activities
in February and since then have been running peulot every Shabbat. Our Maoz is located in
Adolpho Bloch Sports Club, where we have a lot of open spaces to welcome our chanichim
and madrichim. Throughout the year we have also made a few visits to the Jewish schools
(that we call harchavot) and have done many hachsharot (training/development peulot)
to our bogrim. 
At the beginning of April, we were very fortunate to send a kvutza of 8 of our best Betarím to
the Betar Shnat Hachshará program to learn about Israel and Zionism, strengthen their
Jewish and Betarí identity and, of course, enjoy themselves in our one and only homeland.  

In Rio, it is really important for us to experience Judaism together, celebrating chagim with
all the members of Mispachat Betar - chanichim, bogrim, madrichim, and their families. With
that in mind, we were able to have our traditional Lag BaOmer pizza party celebration and a
Shavuot sleepover. The sleepover was hosted at Hebraica Club - which will very soon be the
home of our second Maoz in the city of Rio.   
We recently returned from our amazing 6 day Machane Choref (winter camp), which was a
long time coming. As usual, our camp had a name - Malchut Betar - and a theme related to
our ideology - Rosh Betar's concept of כל יחיד הוא מלך (Every individual is a king). 

We are looking forward to continuing on with the year with even more events (and maybe a
visit from some of our Australian friends)!
 
Tel Chai!
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NICHOLAS  BEZNOS -  MEFAKED
R IO  DE  JANE IRO



Shalom Betarim!
I am proud to represent the ideals of Jabotinsky and represent Betar in multiple forums
within our local Zionist Federation and other committees. We are grateful for the support
from Betar Olami and supporters locally and abroad. 
As many can assume, this year has been tough for individuals around the world, and South
Africa is no exception. In South Africa, youth movements are struggling to have in-person
events. The Zionist Youth Council, as a whole, has not had machanot/sleep over events
since last year. This means our summer camp was sadly not able to go ahead.

However, Betar has been able to maintain our madrichim and chanichim numbers, and
have hosted a variety of online and Covid-Safe activities. We have led a few nature hikes
and have partnered with JNF SA and other youth movements for tree-planting and outdoor
safe events. We were able to participate in the South African Zionist Federation Yom
Hashoah, Yom Hazikaron and Yom Haatzmaut online events. We continue to keep a close
bond with our madrichim and chanichim via Zoom and social media outlets. School visits
remain a struggle due to COVID-19 regulations. In these tough times, we have done our
best to support charity drives wherever possible. Fundraising has proven to be challenging
in the country as a whole. 

On the upside, South Africa has seen record numbers of Aliyah in the past year. We
continue to stand proud as Zionists and supporters of Israel. When pro-Palestinian’s
marched to the South African Zionist Federation to intimidate us, we proudly stood among
100 Zionists in solidarity. Betar South Africa has made our views known in the community in
our support for Israel and made our Zionist voices heard in the written press, online posts,
the Zionist Youth Council and SAZF boards, as well as through other channels.
As local youth movements collaborate more, it is exciting to witness moments of unity
within our community. Youth movements here are trying to focus more on our
commonalities than our differences.

We are proud to share our feedback with Betar Australia and are very grateful for our close
connection, which spans decades. Here is to decades more of unity between us and Betar
Olami as a whole.

Tel Hai!

JON I  KOWENSKY  -  ROSH HANHAGA

SOUTHERN AFR ICA
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Check out some of our Betar memes!



Actually, this phenomenon is not only in my mind:
the Pew Research Centre has reported that, in its
first year of administration, the Trump presidency
caused the average partisan gap to more than
double. Researchers have also identified this
effect in a study of a diverse set of nations across
the world, including in Colombia, Poland, Kenya,
Brazil, Turkey and India.

TAMAR RU IZ

Opportunities and obligations
online: political polarisation,
social media and the modern
Betari
My personal experience, in the last five or so
years, tells me that the world has grown more
and more polarised over time.

Israel is similarly no stranger to polarisation. The Israeli public is extremely divided on a
myriad of political issues. This is perhaps no more evident than in the Knesset, where no
single political party has ever been able to obtain the 61-seat majority needed to govern
independently. Israel owes its political heterogeneity to its diverse population, unique history
and the very particular global and regional pressures acting on Israel as a political bloc and
as a society. There are surely other factors which have also contributed to the breadth of
views held in that tiny slice of land in the middle of the Middle East, but these three – people,
history, and pressure – are, in my view, critical to understanding why Israeli society exists in
the way that it does. 

It is also easy to appreciate that Israel itself (and the broader Israel-Palestine conflict, too)
is one of the most divisive political topics for the general public. In my view, this conflict has
also become more divided in recent years, as evident by the surge of inflammatory and
intolerant commentary on the internet during the recent bout of conflict between the Israelis
and the Palestinians. Like a match to a tinderbox, the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is kindling,
provoking the most extreme shows of activism around the world.
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Concurrent with this rise of polarisation, is the increased use of social media in society.
Social media has undoubtedly changed the ways in which we conceive of, and engage with,
politics. Fundamentally, the internet has democratised the world, and social media sites
have given each of us our own platforms from which we can signal to others which side of
the proverbial fence we are on. It has increased the transmission of information, enabling us
to engage with others who share the same views as us, but also to be exposed to those who
see the world in a very different way. On the other hand, social media requires very little
effort from each of us in engaging with these perspectives: we can simply share or like a
post to signal our virtues, and can state our position in 160 characters or less.

In this context, it is easy to see why social media is the key to polarisation. Conflicts
spanning generations are often reduced to neat yet oversimplified infographics. There is
very little accountability for comments made online and no responsibility to respond to the
arguments of others nor to set out an opinion in a logical and coherent manner. 

Therefore, it is ever more important when we are online to do the following: first, conduct
ourselves with hadar, the central tenet of Betar translating roughly to ‘dignity’ and ‘respect’,
when we engage with others online (that is, when we undertake tagar, our Betari word for
‘activism’); second, to remember that we are individuals worthy of receiving the same; and
third, keep in mind that we are not our social media profiles – we exist as real humans in the
real world, and we do not always need to attest to our political or personal inclinations
online, if we don’t want to. We can only reach mutual understanding through conversation,
and real conversation takes time, energy, effort and most importantly, compassion.
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Shalom chaverim,
My name is Guy Dyskin and I have had the privilege of being the Mefaked of Betar
Melbourne for 2021. 
Throughout my time in Betar, one ideal has particularly stuck with me: Tagar (loosely
translates to ‘activism’), and by extension, the power of the youth. Jewish youth, like all
young people, must understand the importance and power of their voices. Betar, and it’s
rich history has made this abundantly clear to me, and has taught me the fundamental
skills required to express myself effectively. 
In an era where social media dominates the world of spreading news, or fake news, it is
crucial that we are instrumental in sharing our opinions effectively on these forums. 
More specifically for Jews, antisemitism, in both progressive and conservative spaces, is
on the rise. As such, it is up to us to knock it back whenever possible. As the future of our
community, we all must know how to do this. 

Throughout this year, we hope to have instilled some of our values in our madrichim and
chanichim. We have been running regular programs on a wide range of topics, both in-
person and online, to try and achieve this. We’ve also had many functions including rock
climbing, a Masterchef Bakeoff and minigolf. In July we were able to hold a fantastic and
successful Machane Choref (Winter Camp) in Northern Victoria. We had such a great
time and made so many great memories! 
We are currently in the midst of planning our Summer Camp, which will be taking place
over the summer holidays (20th-23rd of December). Check out page 35 for the flyer and
details!

Finally, I’d like to send a massive thank you to all of the Betar Melbourne family: our
wonderful madrichim, chanichim, parents, and all of our supporters in the wider
community. We appreciate all of your constant support in everything we do. 
I have had a blast leading this sniff this year and I can’t wait to see what the rest of it has
in store.

Tel Chai!

MESSAGES FROM THE MEFAKDIM

GUY  DYSK IN
MELBOURNE
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Shalom everyone. My name is Ariel Berger, and I have had the pleasure of being Mefaked
(Director) of Betar NSW this year. The last six months of Betar NSW can best be described
as chaotic, with the added uncertainty of COVID-19 leading to additional challenges. Our
leadership team faced a major transition, with all madrichim (leaders) taking on new
tafkidim (roles) for the first time. Following a successful summer camp, the transition
between the old and new madrichim began with an exciting post-camp mini-golf
function. This was followed by fortnightly Zohars and events which took place in the West,
North and East of Sydney.

In true 2021 style, two of our major events - Senior Seminar and Winter Camp - were
unable to go ahead. While this was disappointing, we were able to establish a strong
online presence, engaging the chanichim (participants) in Zoom activities to keep them
connected to Betar during lockdown. In the future, we hope to return to in-person activities
including our Summer Camp, which is planned to take place during the summer holidays.

The question of how to engage kids in, and keep them connected to Judaism and Zionism
has always been a challenge for many. I was brought up in a traditional Jewish home,
attended a Jewish school (Emanuel) throughout my whole schooling career and attended
synagogue semi-regularly. I was always presented with ample opportunity to engage with,
and be part of, the Sydney Jewish community. Like the majority of my friends and family, I
celebrated my bar mitzvah. I grew up in the centre of the Eastern Suburbs, which has a
large Jewish population. Despite all of these opportunities, I have always found it difficult
to connect to my Jewish identity through these traditional ways. Through Betar’s informal
education system, I have strengthened my bond with the community and learned to
understand the importance of belonging to it. Betar has been instrumental in this through
the relationships I have formed and the personal growth I have undergone. From my
personal experience, many students attending Jewish day schools feel “Jewed out” by the
time they graduate. They are often quite jaded about their connection to Judaism and
other Jews. Only a small number of my school friends regularly voluntarily engage with
Judaism outside of the high holidays, with most not participating in further Jewish
enrichment. 

The role of youth movements is well established in maintaining and educating the Zionist
youth within the Australian Jewish population. By appealing specifically to youth and the
connections we form with each other, the movements provide a unique space that is
unparalleled. 

Betar aims to cement the values of Judaism, Zionism and Hadracha (leadership) through
our activities, in the hope we can further strengthen our connection to each other and our
community. 

Tel Chai!

AR I E L  BERGER

SYDNEY
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Shalom all!
My name is Daniel Mendels and this year I have the privilege of overseeing all operations
of Betar Queensland as their Mefaked (Director). 
Betar has had an influential and important role in my life. Growing up Jewish in
Queensland can feel extremely isolating. It remains a challenge to stay connected with
our Jewish community and heritage. Betar has provided me, and so many other young
Jewish Australians, with the opportunity to safely explore our personal relationship with
Zionism and Judaism. I feel deeply humbled and rewarded by my experiences in Betar, as
a chanich, madrich and Mefaked. Due to this, I am enthusiastic about supporting and
guiding the next generation of Jewish leaders in their growth and development.

This year has been full of memorable experiences for Betar Queensland. We were lucky
enough to be able to run an in-person Summer Camp in January, which gave the
chanichim a much needed opportunity to reunite with their camp friends.
Our Winter Camp was successful in many way, thanks to our madirchim and chanichim. I
was truly blown away by how well our madatzim (junior leaders) took on their role as
leaders; volunteering to run stations during camp-wide activities, and coming up with
creative solutions to any speed bumps faced along the way. 

A massive thank you goes out to the families who have unconditionally supported us
through the pandemic, and an extra special shoutout goes to Ian, the Winter Camp laf-
laf (campsite manager), who went out of his way to make us feel at home. He even
joined us for his first Shabbat dinner!

If you are interested in joining a Betar Queensland event, activities and events are posted
on our Facebook and Instagram pages. Being one of few Jewish organisations in the
region, Betar Queensland remains eager to get in touch with any Jewish families or
community members throughout Queensland. If you are interested in joining or
collaborating with us, we would love to hear from you!
Do not hesitate to contact us at QLD@betar.org.au. 

Tel Chai!

DAN IE L  MENDELS

QUEENSLAND
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Save the date for these upcoming camps!

Betar Sydney
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Shnat Fundraiser!
We are so excited to have

the opportunity to send

Betarim to Israel in 2022,

after a disrupted 2021!

Please support us and our

Shnatties from September

1st using the following link:

https://gofund.me/aa261b78



Stamen Properties Pty Ltd

and the Shteinman Family

wish the Betar community

health and a sweet New Year

From Our Sponsors
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- Security Systems
- CCTV and Alarms
- 24/7 Monitoring

- Silent Sentinel® Fall Detection for Seniors

L'Shana Tovah from Calamity

MLN 410364755

www.calamity.com.au
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With Compliments From



Our cover art was
designed by the talented...
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 BEST WISHES TO BETAR FOR 5782
  שנה טובה

SHARONA & ALEX GOODMAN,
DALIA, MONIQUE, DANIEL & EMMA
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Find us at

BetarAustralia

BetarNSW

BetarQueensland

BetarMelbourne

BetarShnat

betaraustralia

betarnsw

betarqld

betarmelbourne

http://betar.org.au
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

HADERECH
BETAR  AUSTRAL IA  I TON

2020

Hili Shiponi - Hannah Rosenberg - Michael Manhaim - Yossi Goldfarb - Josh Feldman
 
 

Guy Moses - Betar's Madaztim - Cassie Barrett - Miriam Itzkowitz - Efrat Duvdevani
 
 

Ziggy Enoch - Raphael Harari - Nicholas Beznos - Joni Kowensky - Tamar Ruiz
 
 

Guy Dyskin - Ariel Berger - Daniel Mendels

We would f i rs t  and foremost  l i ke  to  thank each contr ibutor
to  th is  publ icat ion ,  for  g iv ing up the i r  t ime and wi thout
whom we would not  have been able  to  prov ide such a
var ie ty  of  content  to  Jewish communi t ies  across Aust ra l ia .

QLD Jewish Board of
Deputies

Betar NSW Parents and
Friends

Friends of Likud Australia

Alex Goodman

Givat Zion Synagogue

North Shore Synagogue 

Burbank Jewish
Community Centre

Jewish National Fund

Jonathan Shteinman

Zionist Council of NSW
 
 

Myriam and Gary
Goldman

 
 

Zionism Victoria
 
 

Rabbi Levi Jaffe
 
 

Masa Israel Journey
 
 

Tamir Aloni
 
 

Brisbane Hebrew
Congregation

 
 

Shalom Corps
 
 

Parramatta Synagogue
 

Gold Coast and Brisbane
Jewish Communities 

 
Australasian Zionist

Youth Council 
 
 

Paul and Kathy Gould
 
 

Peta and Rodney Briner
 
 

Zionist Federation of
Australia

 
Betar World Movement

 
 

Betar Melbourne Parents
& Friends

 
 

State Zionist Council of
QLD

 
Sinai College

 
 
 

We wou ld  l i ke  to  say  a  spec ia l  t hank  you  to  a l l  t he
o rgan i sa t ions ,  fami l i es  and  i nd i v idua l s  who  have
con t r ibu ted  to  the  success  o f  Be ta r  Aus t ra l ia  and  i t s
subs id ia r i es  i n  a l l  o f  i t s  endeavours  th roughout  the  year

Most importantly, thank you to our chanichim, madrichim and parents!


